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A B S T R A C T   

Frontal variant Alzheimer’s disease (AD) manifests with either behavioral or dysexecutive syn-
dromes. Recent efforts to gain a deeper understanding of this phenotype have led to a re- 
conceptualization of frontal AD. Behavioral (bAD) and dysexecutive (dAD) phenotypes could 
be considered subtypes, as suggested by both clinical and neuroimaging studies. In this review, 
we focused on imaging studies to highlight specific brain patterns in these two uncommon clinical 
AD phenotypes. Although studies did not compare directly these two variants, a common 
epicenter located in the frontal cortex could be inferred. On the contrary, 18F-FDG-PET findings 
suggested differing metabolic patterns, with bAD showing specific involvement of frontal regions 
and dAD exhibiting widespread alterations. Structural MRI findings confirmed this pattern, 
suggesting that degeneration might involve neural circuits associated with behavioral control in 
bAD and attentional networks in dAD. Furthermore, molecular imaging has identified different 
neocortical tau distribution in bAD and dAD patients compared to typical AD patients, although 
the distribution is remarkably heterogeneous. In contrast, Aβ deposition patterns are less differ-
entiated between these atypical variants and typical AD. Although preliminary, these findings 
underscore the complexity of AD frontal phenotypes and suggest that they represent distinct 
entities. Further research is essential to refine our understanding of the pathophysiological 
mechanisms in frontal AD.   

1. Introduction 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common cause of dementia worldwide, affecting approximately 50 million people, and this 
number is projected to triple by 2050 [1], making AD a major global health emergency. From a clinical perspective, it is becoming 
increasingly apparent that AD is more clinically heterogeneous than once thought. Although most cases follow a typical trajectory with 
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an early decline in memory functions, about 5 % of cases present with atypical features, a proportion that increases to one-third in 
patients with an early-onset AD (patients with symptom onset before 65 years of age) [2]. At the molecular level, AD pathophysiology 
is characterized by the progressive accumulation of misfolded amyloid-beta (Aβ) and tau proteins, which lead to plaques and 
neurofibrillary tangles, respectively, and eventual neurodegeneration [3]. 

In recent years, atypical AD has garnered more attention, and research into these variants has provided insight into the disease. 
These manifestations include a language phenotype known as logopenic variant primary progressive aphasia (lvPPA), which involves 
early deficits in language function, and a visual variant called posterior cortical atrophy (PCA), characterized by early visuospatial 
impairment [4]. Recently, a rarer distinct atypical phenotype of AD, presenting with either dysexecutive or behavioral syndromes, has 
been described. This phenotype is characterized by accumulation of neurofibrillary tangles, mainly in the frontal cortex, hence 
commonly referred to as frontal variant-AD [5]. Frontal variant-AD has considerable overlap with the behavioral variant of fronto-
temporal dementia (bvFTD), which is the second most common cause of early-onset dementia [6], suggesting a differential diagnostic 
challenge [4,6,7]. Notably, the potential diagnostic overlap between bvFTD and frontal variant-AD may represent a significant con-
founding factor for disease management and monitoring. 

Recent efforts have aimed to provide a better understanding of frontal variant-AD, referred to as b/dAD (from the (b)ehavioral and 
(d)ysexecutive manifestations). These findings allow for better characterization of this sub-cohort of patients. It has become clear that 
some individuals initially diagnosed with b/dAD showed no remarkable behavioral changes, suggestive of a more complex puzzle, in 
which (b) and (d) can represent separate entities [8,9]. These new findings have led to a reconceptualization of frontal variant-AD, 
where the behavioral (bAD) and dysexecutive (dAD) AD (bAD) phenotypes are considered distinct clinical sub-phenotypes. The 
former is characterized by early onset predominant changes in behavior, social cognition, and personality, such as apathy, disinhi-
bition, and social withdrawal. Patients with bAD may also exhibit symptoms such as agitation, aggression, and impulsivity [8]. 
Meanwhile, dAD is characterized by executive dysfunction, such as problems with planning, organization, and decision-making. 
Patients with dAD may also experience memory impairment and language difficulties, but these symptoms are typically less severe 
compared to other atypical AD phenotypes (e.g., lvPPA or PCA). Based on these findings, Ossenkoppele and colleagues proposed new 
research criteria for bAD, which are based on behavioral alterations and supported by neocortical tau aggregates [10]. Though no such 
guidelines yet exist for dAD. 

Neuroimaging studies focusing on the structural and molecular changes in bAD and dAD may help to increase diagnostic confidence 
and unravel the pathophysiological mechanisms linked with these clinical phenotypes. Although only a handful of neuroimaging 

Fig. 1. Specific neurodegenerative epicenters are consistently observed in both typical and atypical Alzheimer’s disease (AD) phenotypes. 
Left top panel: Atypical clinical AD phenotypes show specific pathological features. Posterior cortical atrophy (PCA) exhibits a degenerative pattern 
involving the parieto-occipital regions, logopenic variant primary progressive aphasia (lvPPA) is characterized by early vulnerability of the left 
temporal cortex, and frontal AD displays predominant frontal involvement, albeit with heterogeneity (PPA and PCA representations are based on 
13). These patterns are different from typical AD phenotype (right top panel). Bottom panel: when investigating frontal AD in terms of behavioral 
and executive domains, although the epicenter of these clinical manifestations lies in similar frontal regions, dysexecutive AD shows a more 
widespread pattern. Different vulnerabilities within specific neural networks may underlie the clinical manifestations of frontal AD, such as the 
salience network for the behavioral variant and attentional networks for the dysexecutive phenotype. 
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studies have been conducted on this emerging topic, they can provide key information, laying the groundwork for future studies. With 
the recent establishment of research criteria for bAD [10], the objective of this review is to provide an updated overview of the 
principal structural, metabolic, and molecular findings in both bAD and dAD. The aim is to underscore both commonalities and 
differences between these two uncommon AD subtypes. 

Table 1 
Demographic characteristics and neuroimaging findings of recent studies investigating b/dAD phenotype.  

Study Sample 
size (F) 

Age Disease 
duration 

MMSE AD phenotype AD 
confirmation 

Sample size 
controls 

Imaging modality 

Behavioral Alzheimer’s Disease (bAD) 
Dominguez Perez 

et al., 2022 
16 [4] 68 

[4] 
3 (Na) 23 [3] Criteria for bvFTD CSF 67 bvFTD, 

18 aAD, 
26 HC 

sMRI 

Lehingue et al., 
2021 

20 [7] 72 
[5] 

5 [1] 25 [3] Clinically prominent 
behavioral dysfunction 

CSF 36 bvFTD 
22 AD 

18F-FDG-PET; sMRI 

Ossenkoppele et al., 
2015 

55 [15] 65 
[9] 

Na 23 [5] Ad hoc criteria for 
prominent bAD and dAD 

CSF, PET, 
autopsy 

58 typical AD 
59 bvFTD 
61 HC 

sMRI 

Perry et al., 2017 15 [5] 63 
[14] 

5.5 [3] Na Previous diagnosis of 
bvFTD 

Autopsy 98 bvFTD sMRI 

Phillips et al., 2019 12 [5] 64 
[5] 

2.2 [2] 23 [5] Criteria for bvFTD CSF, autopsy 17 typical AD 
37 HC 

sMRI 

Singleton et al., 
2020 

29 [12] 64 
[9] 

Na 22 [6] From Ossenkoppele 
et al., 2015 

CSF, PET, 
autopsy 

28 typical AD, 
28 bvFTD, 
34 HC 

18F-FDG-PET; sMRI 

Singleton et al., 
2021 

7 [1] 69 Na 22 [3] From Ossenkoppele 
et al., 2015 

CSF, PET, 
autopsy 

205 typical AD Tau-PET 

Dysexecutive Alzheimer’s Disease (dAD) 
Corriveau- 

Lecavalier 
et al., 2022 

17 [11] 54 
[6] 

2 (Na) Na From Townley et al., 
2020 

CSF or PET None 18F-FDG-PET 

Ossenkoppele et al., 
2015 

29 [11] 69 
[9] 

Na 25 [3] Ad hoc criteria for 
prominent bAD and dAD 

CSF, PET, 
autopsy 

58 typical AD 
59 bvFTD 
61 HC 

sMRI 

Corriveau- 
Lecavalier 
et al., 2023 

52 [34] 56 
[5] 

8.6 Na From Townley et al., 
2020 

CSF or PET None sMRI; 18F-FDG- 
PET; Amyloid-PET; 
Tau-PET 

Townley et al., 
2020 

55 [34] 57 3,3 Na Ad hoc criteria for dAD CSF, PET, 
autopsy 

None (case 
series) 

sMRI; 18F-FDG- 
PET; Amyloid-PET; 
Tau-PET 

Woodward et al., 
2014 

13 [5] 82 Na 24 Based on Frontal 
Assessment Battery 

NR 40 typical AD 18F-FDG-PET 

Wong et al., 2016 23 [10] 64 
[8] 

3.4 (2.1) Na Executive impairment at 
cognitive examination 

PET 12 Spared 
executive 
function AD, 
22 bvFTD, 
38 HC 

sMRI 

Pooled sample of behavioral/dysexecutive Alzheimer’s disease (b/dAD) 
Bergeron et al., 

2020 
8 [2] 60 

[8] 
Na 22 [6] b/dAD CSF or PET 8 bvFTD, 

10 typical AD 
18F-FDG-PET 

Bergeron et al., 
2020 

8 (Na) 62 Na 21 b/dAD CSF or PET 12 FTD, 
40 atypical AD 

18F-FDG-PET 

Phillips et al., 2018 22 [11] 64 
[8] 

4 [2] 20 [8] b/dAD CSF, autopsy 22 typical AD, 
115 HC 

sMRI 

Therriault et al., 
2020 

15 [9] 66 
[9] 

Na 20 [5] b/dAD PET 25 typical AD, 
131 HC 

Amyloid-PET; Tau- 
PET; sMRI 

Sala et al., 2020 15 [5] 63 
[6] 

3 [2] 17 [5] Frontal AD variant CSF 22 typical AD 
16 Posterior 
variant AD, 
14 PPA 

18F-FDG-PET 

Wang et al., 2019 13 [9] 68 
[3] 

3.4 [1] 17 [6] Frontal AD variant PET 38 typical AD, 
6 PCA, 
8 lvPPA, 
20 HC 

Amyloid-PET; 18F- 
FDG-PET 

Age is reported as mean and standard deviation (in brackets). Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; bAD, behavioral variant AD; b/d, behavioral/ 
dysexecuitive variant AD; bvFTD: behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia; dAD, dysexecuitive variant AD; NR, Not Reported; CSF, cerebrospinal 
fluid; F: female; PET, Positron Emission Tomography; bvFTD, behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia; MRI, Magnetic resonance imaging. +
marks a study in which a subset of patients (n = 15) was used for the imaging comparison. 
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2. Brain metabolism 

Brain metabolism is typically assessed with 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (18F-FDG-PET), a common 
molecular imaging technique assessing glucose distribution across brain regions. 18F-FDG-PET has been extensively employed in 
monitoring neurodegenerative diseases and proves useful in the early and differential diagnosis of major neurodegenerative disorders 
[11]. The typical 18F-FDG-PET pattern in AD is characterized by reduced metabolism in the angular gyrus, posterior cingulate, and 
inferior temporal cortical regions (Fig. 1 and Table 1). This AD-signature can be quantified as the voxel-wise weighted average of the 
median glucose uptake of these regions normalized to the pons and vermis median [12]. In atypical AD, this pattern shows divergent 
trajectories, with involvement of visual and language regions in PCA and lvPPA, respectively [13]. 

Two studies from the same research group assessed glucose uptake among a pooled sample of b/dAD patients [14,15], reporting 
that they were able to discriminate between this cohort and typical AD patients based on metabolism within the orbitofrontal cortex, 
orbital gyrus, and temporal gyrus. These findings were in line with the study by Sala et al. reporting reduced frontal uptake (bilateral 
middle, superior frontal gyrus, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) in b/dAD patients compared to typical AD patients [16]. However, 
an independent study found significant hypometabolism in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [17]. Moreover, b/dAD showed overlap 
with typical AD regions, such as hypometabolism in the middle temporal gyrus, posterior cingulate, and angular gyrus [14,16]. 
Overall, the murkiness of these findings and the overlap with typical AD might indicate that considering bAD and dAD as separate 
entities from each other could better capture some specificity of frontal variant-AD. 

A preliminary study showed a trend towards more severe frontal mesial reduction uptake in bAD patients compared to typical AD 
patients. This was similar to the findings showing similar trends comparing bAD and bvFTD patients [18]. However, this difference did 
not reach statistical significance, likely due to the relatively small sample size (n = 20 bAD patients), suggesting high inter-individual 
differences in the spatial metabolic pattern of bAD. Comparatively, Singleton and colleagues observed extended hypometabolism in 
the posterior cingulate, precuneus, and lateral temporoparietal regions among bAD patients, overlapping more with typical AD than 
with bvFTD, contrary to the main hypothesis of their study [19]. Nonetheless, the authors reported a subtle decline within the 
frontoinsular regions. These findings suggest two possibilities: first, there might be a divergence in the disease epicenter between 
typical AD and bvAD variants; second, neurodegeneration progresses more rapidly in frontoinsular regions in bvAD compared to tAD. 
In typical AD, the frontal regions typically remain unaffected until the disease reaches more advanced stages, a phenomenon distinct 
from what is observed in bvAD [19]. 

To our knowledge, metabolism alterations among patients with dAD were investigated in only four studies [9,20–22]. 
Corriveau-Lecavalier et al. showed higher hypometabolism in parietal and temporal areas, followed by frontal areas, and the posterior 
cingulate gyrus, anterior cingulate gyrus, occipital regions and subcortical areas (right caudate) among dAD patients [20]. A different 
study from the same research group clustered dAD patients into four subtypes based on the location of hypometabolism: left-dominant, 
right-dominant, bi-parietal-dominant, and heteromodal-diffuse [21]. Furthermore, Townley et al. reported widespread reduced 
glucose uptake in frontal, lateral parietal, dorsolateral prefrontal, precuneus, and posterior cingulate regions in the dAD group 
compared to typical AD patients [9]. These findings suggest, so far, a more widespread (and less consistent) hypometabolism pattern in 
dAD compared to bAD. However, Woodward and colleagues reported higher hypometabolism only in bilateral orbitofrontal regions 
and medial frontal regions in bAD compared to typical AD [22]. 

Overall, these studies confirm that the frontal cortex is a convergent zone exhibiting reduced metabolism in both dAD and bAD. 
Although results are not conclusive, evidence suggests that while in bAD hypometabolism is more focused in frontal regions, dAD 
showed widespread metabolism alterations beyond the frontal regions, involving parietal, temporal and occipital regions. This pattern 
is in line with their clinical phenotypes. Executive functions are linked with a more distributed set of multimodal cortical regions [23], 
consistent with the widespread hypometabolism in AD patients showing a dysexecutive manifestation. Further studies are necessary to 
confirm these metabolic patterns. 

3. Structural MRI findings 

Cortical atrophy is one of the most studied pathophysiological markers of AD [24]. Medial temporal lobe atrophy represents a 
common imaging substrate in typical AD, linked with early memory deficits [25]. However, different cortical atrophy patterns exist in 
AD subtypes. In a pivotal study, Frisoni and colleagues reported different cortical involvement in patients with late-onset AD (usually 
referred to as typical AD) and early-onset AD, with the former exhibiting atrophy mainly in the temporal lobe and the latter showing 
widespread neocortical atrophy [26]. A high proportion of early-onset AD patients presents with atypical clinical phenotypes, such as 
lvPPA, PCA and b/dAD. LvPPA and PCA show cortical atrophy in modality-specific brain regions (language and visuo-spatial regions, 
respectively) supporting the assumption that, despite a similar distribution of misfolded proteins (mainly Aβ), different neurode-
generative trajectories are observed [13]. As recently highlighted, b/dAD patients showed specific neurodegenerative patterns [27, 
28]. This cohort of patients showed a fronto-temporal and insular atrophy pattern in the early stage of the disease, spreading to the 
parietal cortex in more advanced stages [27], suggesting a staging pattern different from typical AD. Further, Therriault et al., reported 
a similar atrophy pattern in an independent cohort of b/dAD patients, but observed no differences when this cohort was compared to 
typical AD [28]. Similar to 18F-FDG-PET research, studies highlighting neurodegenerative pattern differences between bAD and dAD 
could resolve both commonalities and divergences in frontal variant-AD. 

In bAD, several studies consistently reported brain atrophy in regions involved in behavioral controls, such as insula, orbitofrontal 
cortex, frontal gyrus, and anterior cingulate cortex [8,18,29,30]. Ossenkoppele et al. found that, besides a predominant 
temporo-parietal atrophy pattern, bAD patients showed additional involvement of the left orbitofrontal cortex, frontal poles, and 
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middle/superior frontal gyri compared to healthy individuals [8]. Further, fronto-insula and anterior cingulate atrophy was observed 
in these patients [29,30]. These regions are part of the salience network, a brain circuit involved in social cognition. Several psychiatric 
disorders such as autistic disorder and schizophrenia share alterations within this circuit, linked with the neuropsychiatric symptoms 
[31–33]. A similar involvement could represent the neural correlates of behavioral dysfunctions in bAD patients. This assumption 
should be investigated by functional connectivity imaging studies. bAD patients also exhibit neurodegeneration in the hippocampus, 
putamen, caudate nucleus, and thalamus compared to healthy individuals [19]. However, as aforementioned, bAD showed less at-
rophy in the left inferior frontal cortex compared to bvFTD patients [6]. This region is a key hub for language abilities, which are 
spared in the early stages of bAD, compared to PCA and lvPPA [6,34]. Conversely, Dominguez Perez et al. reported reduced cortical 
thickness in the left inferior frontal cortex in bAD, compared to bvFTD [35]. Also, these two studies found higher cortical thickness in 
the temporo-occipital area when contrasting bAD patients with typical AD and bvFTD [8,35]. However, other studies have not come to 
the same conclusions. Lehingue et al. did not report significant differences between bAD and bvFTD groups, so the cortical pattern in 
this AD phenotype remains an open question [18]. 

Regarding dAD, only three recent studies assessed gray matter volume [9,36]. Extensive prefrontal and medial temporal lobe 
atrophy in dAD patients has been reported, while AD patients with spared executive function showed significant atrophy in the middle 
frontal gyrus and the hippocampus [36]. However, these results were only partially replicated in a recent study which showed only 
minimal frontal atrophy in dAD [9]. Moreover, Ossenkoppele et al. reported non-significant cortical atrophy in the frontal cortex in 
dAD when compared to healthy individuals, with only a small cluster in the left middle temporal cortex surviving multiple comparison 
correction [8]. 

4. Amyloid and tau-PET 

Aβ and tau accumulation is the key hallmark of typical AD pathology, with topographical patterns differing across atypical AD 
variants, including b/dAD, particularly for tau [37]. In typical AD, the deposition of Aβ plaques is observed in a diffuse pattern across 
the neocortex, with initial involvement of the posteromedial cortices and relatively limited effect on the medial temporal, primary 
sensorimotor, and visual cortices. In contrast to other imaging modalities, the distribution of Aβ remains similar between typical AD 
and atypical variants such as PCA and lvPPA [38]. As opposed to Aβ-PET, tau deposition is distinct when comparing typical and 
atypical AD variants [4]. Therriault et al. reported increased tau uptake in the anterior cingulate, medial prefrontal, and frontal insula 
cortices in b/dAD patients compared to typical AD patients, while regional Aβ deposition did not differ between the groups [28]. This 
result might point to a close relationship between frontal tau pathology and clinical presentation of b/dAD phenotype, as suggested by 
literature highlighting the role of the aforementioned frontal structure in emotional processing, decision making, and behavioral 
control [39,40]. Notably, these regions are not typically involved in the early stage of typical AD, in which tau is known to accumulate 
early in the entorhinal cortex and the medial temporal lobe [41,42]. 

Examining bAD and dAD patients separately, Singleton et al. reported prominent frontal and temporoparietal tau accumulation in 
bAD [43]. Similarly, dAD patients showed tau uptake in middle frontal and superior parietal lobes while Aβ followed typical AD-like 
accumulation patterns [9]. Taken together, these results suggest that typical AD, bAD, and dAD patients cannot be distinguished based 
on Aβ accumulation patterns, while tau pathology distribution patterns may be more specific across subtypes, and, although het-
erogeneous, are characterized by a main frontal involvement. In their study stratifying dAD patients into four different subtypes based 
on 18F-FDG-PET (left-dominant, right-dominant, bi-parietal-dominant, and heteromodal-diffuse), Corriveau-Lecavalier and colleagues 
found hypometabolic pattern echoed tau uptake and MRI-detected neurodegeneration for each specific subtype [21]. Again, the 
patterns of Aβ deposition were consistent across all subtypes, suggesting a specificity of tau in distinguish between AD phenotypes. 
However, further studies are needed to evaluate whether the tau distribution corresponds to the observed atrophy and metabolism 
patterns reported in both dAD and bAD patients. 

5. Common epicenters, different trajectories 

The preliminary findings in patients with bAD and dAD suggest a spectrum of structural changes compared to typical AD and 
bvFTD. These features range from those typically associated with AD to those resembling bvFTD. In general, bAD patients display 
neuroimaging patterns indicating frontal involvement, extending to brain regions associated with circuits governing social and 
behavioral control. In contrast, dAD is characterized by more extensive cortical involvement, suggesting widespread alterations that 
may contribute to dysexecutive impairments. Notably, both dAD and bAD exhibited a distinct pathological trajectory, differing from 
other atypical phenotypes such as PCA and lvPPA (Fig. 1). Although both dAD and bAD may share a common epicenter represented by 
the frontal cortex, distinct trajectories can underscore differences in cognitive and clinical phenotypes. The salience network, 
comprised of the anterior insula, anterior cingulate cortex, and prefrontal cortex, is implicated in various disorders linked to social 
cognition impairment, such as psychiatric disorders and frontotemporal dementia [44]. These findings might suggest an early 
involvement of this network in bAD, in contrast to the memory networks more typically affected in AD, such as the default mode 
network or the limbic network [45]. Attention networks, such as the frontoparietal and dorsal attention networks, are more closely 
associated with attentional and executive functions. The configuration of these networks may align more closely with the pathological 
observations in dAD (see Fig. 1). Additionally, genetic, and environmental factors play a role in shaping regional cortical alterations, 
contributing to distinct disease presentations. However, future functional MRI studies comparing networks in these sub-phenotypes 
are needed to draw more conclusions. 
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6. Conclusion 

The current literature suggests a spectrum of neuroimaging features in patients with bAD and dAD, compared to typical AD and 
bvFTD, ranging from those typically associated with AD to those resembling bvFTD. In general, patterns of frontal involvement, 
extending to brain regions associated with circuits governing social and behavioral control were prominent in bAD patients compared 
to typical AD. In contrast, dAD has been characterized by more widespread neocortical involvement, suggesting more extensive brain 
circuit alterations that may contribute to executive impairments. Notably, a few studies included in this review were not independent, 
as they included the same pool of patients, underscoring the need for additional research in this field to provide more concrete 
conclusions. It will be important for future research to adopt a dysexecutive/behavioral dichotomy when investigating frontal AD, 
particularly due to the heterogeneity in the clinical classification of previous studies, where the categorization into dAD and bAD was 
notably heterogeneous. A larger amount of literature will also allow to perform quantitative assessments on the topic, helping to 
disentangle the imaging phenotypes of these AD clinical syndromes. Studies would also benefit from comparing bAD and dAD, as many 
of the findings were primarily derived from comparisons with healthy controls of bvFTD. Similarly, including connectivity (both 
functional and diffusion techniques) metrics could provide insights into the latent relationship between atrophy, metabolism, and 
misfolded protein accumulation in these uncommon phenotypes. Overall, incorporating a dichotomous approach in this work will be 
essential for unraveling the diverse pathological mechanisms underlying AD. 
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